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Bowser is a dog detective on the loose, paired with an 11-year-old girl, Birdie. Bowser and Birdie

live on the Louisiana coast with Birdie's Grammy. When a prize stuffed marlin is stolen from

Grammy's bait and tackle shop, Birdie and Bowser decide to take on the case. But what looks like a

straightforward break-in soon becomes as tangled as a tourist's fishing line. Was Grammy hiding a

treasure map in the marlin? What's up with Old Man Straker, owner of a rival tackle shop, and his

juvenile-delinquent son? And most sinister of all, why does it suddenly look as if someone wants to

harm Birdie? Told entirely from Bowser's hilarious dog point of view, Woof launches a brand-new

slightly slobbery but utterly winning detective duo.
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Bowser meets Birdie at the animal shelter and its love at first sight. Birdie takes him home. They

make a great pair solving an old family mystery involving a hidden treasure. It takes place on the

Bayou which is a great setting. It's wonderfully narrated, of course, by Bowser.

I really liked the book. I liked how it was amystery but had an animal as the narrator. I would

recommend this book to anyone who likes dogs and/or mysteries.

As always, Spencer Quinn is excellent writing through a dog's eyes.

Just finished this book. I enjoyed the book. Bowser being adopted by a young 11 year old girl and

her grammy and Bowser being there to protect the young girl and loving her so much that he does



what she tells him to do even though he would much rather run. His former life was with thiefs who

hit him, but Bowser knows this girl loves him and he wants to be with her. They get in mischief and

ends up solving the theft of the stuffed Marlin fish that has been in the bait shop for a long time.

Can't wait for the next book to come out. Great book to read for adults and teenagers.

Love it! As a fan of Spencer Quinn's Chet and Bernie novels, I thoroughly enjoyed this middle grade

book also, with a different dog hero

laughed all the way thru book. great suspense in several places.

This is a book that would really appeal to pre-teen girls but was a bit too simplistic for me. I was

hoping something more like the "Chet and Bernie" series. My mistake. ;Don't knock it as a Young

Reader book; bu, it's not really for adults

Fun read - Bowser is a character!
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